
Stockholm and took a wild boat trip to the island. I say wild because the wind was and still is blowing hard. In the island I followed two nice Swedish leaders with the small group of "Vild
Fåglar" the wild birds to which August belongs to. We went together with a resident of the island, an Indian looking guy, through an adventure path simulating the journey of the old America
trappers, thus going through bridges made of ropes and looking at how these wild people, reminding me of  caught wild animals with many genial traps that are now illegal. There is
food now so I should join the crowd even though I have no dish nor forks to eat with.

It is nice to be around the kids of the scout camp. Soon, over a day, many roles and relationships were established. Today we took another itinerary in the island, playing small games with the
kids at various stations and playing freely with them once the adult leaders has left us alone. Towards midday the kids were rather down though. August did not want to eat maybe because they
did nit really sleep in the tent at night but at last a nice uncle like leader convinced him rather strictly to eat. Later we went to the sea and August and I where told to sail. I have not done it in
decades but followed carefully the instructions and we were soon sailing in a nice bay, freely. August even sailed all alone and we even went canoing, having a good time. Later in the afternoon I
helped kids' to dig the compost and now is time to eat... after it will be more playing, like a good old fellow surrounded by kids and entertain them, taking out the kid within me once more. 

Home sweet home at last! We woke up today in the tent of the archipelago island. The wind was once again blowing and it was cold. August was dead asleep; he had been sleeping on my side as
sleeping with the other kids meant no sleep. The first night the kids partied and the second they had nightmares, cried and yelled. After the awakening I was walking alone around the island
thinking how nice it would have been to have a little garden and a farm but something now within me tells me that all this come with its tragedy... I have learned my lesson. The island was great
however mostly for the people I met, the adventures we have shared together, joining us far closely than what I am joined to my professional colleagues. I will miss the little kids and the constant
learning by spontaneously playing. Before taking the small ferry home we got to try a small cable ride from one small island to another and off we were on our way back. The trip on the bus was
pretty long and then August and I had to even take the metro and later the commuter back. August had even a crisis in the middle of everything. He could not really function and I got him to buy
candies. Now we are home. I am bathed him and it soon my turn!

A cold summer day, usual of Sweden to allow so much polarity at such season. Nonetheless I did updated my project despite feeling hard to concentrate and a bit exhausted from the scout camp.
August too slept very long and i also managed to go out for my training in the park. After some lunch we walked to Södertälje and looked for a small Swiss knife for me (I lost my yellow one I
believe) and just hang out a bit, also buying some good food at another supermarket where we even found humus. Back home, after some frustrations I got to finish my paper for Stina's course on
ethnography. I am quite satisfied but who knows what her reaction will be. This evening we will take it easy, be like the old Germans hanging out the fire, our TV with this cold weather.

A quite good day with little August. We both woke up rather late after yesternight long good Bollywood film Lagaam. After some laundry and project updating we ate some salad and scanned
some hundred drawings (the machine did but it took some time). in the afternoon we went roaming around the neighborhood, first to get an ice-cream and then to play soccer until August felt and
got a minor scratch. At home we sat in the terrace eating cherry and doing some small home improvements, enough to get August busy and not always on his video-game. Now I am cooking an
healthy sauce with ecologic mushrooms and the last things I have in the fridge since tomorrow I will be off to the Netherlads and won't return until the end of July, in 40 days!

On a train after a gray summer day with August, nonetheless finding keeping up with a good mood and a good sense of humor. I first started the day updating my project and later made a
consistent breakfast for little August with the food we had over. Before lunch we went to the university to solve a bit of bureaucratic things with the finance administrator who wanted to know
how many hours I taught in the past semester. I was rather quick to do so and manage to bring August to the gym. He was quite playful and built a very smart shelter using the material he had at
hand, a real tinker! I was know in my best shape however and did go through my entire training schedule without feeling all that energetic. After a quick lunch we stopped by a Brett's place to
meet Jacek. They have decided to keep together the entire summer and he will spend it there with her, in what looks like to turn into a gray and rainy summer... something I want to totally avoid.
I have now left August at his mother in an in between stop and I am heading to the airport for my long holiday with little Myrthe. I will anyway look forward to complete certain things like finish
to write, at least partially, the articles for each part of my project as well as keep up my network in the Netherlands.

A day of love with little Myrthe, initially feeling a bit agitated about going to a music festival after so many decades. Myrtina was also quite stressed for work but the we managed to get our stuff
together and walk to her brother buying some good Arab food. With him and his pregnant wife Preta we drove to Tillburg where we dropped little Pepjin at her sister to then proceed to the
festival. It turned out really easy busy and nice, people of all ages camping in a little forest and us finding a nice spot by a pond with all of Myrthe's friends. We later went into the actual festival
site but I could not bring any electronics, or at least not what they considered professional like my big camera, so here I am seating with sweet Myrthe on the grass and typing on my phone while
an old rock band plays quite hard music... I have been kissing Myrthe non stop, more than a drum and we even made beautiful love in our tent, nice slow and easy and in particular soft with life.

Today I woke up in Myrthe's little tent with her on my side. I was looking at her pretty face but soon went out to film, type my dreams on the phone (my laptop being left at home) and exercise.
It was pleasant to seat out and have breakfast with Myrthe's friends and I thought of keeping with them all the time, back in the concert but Myrthe was a bit pushing me away from her, wanting
to be with her friends and I didn't really like to passively listen to music so I went off my way, walking as far as possible from people and going in the forest, recording my thoughts and leaving
the sound behind to find a pleasant peaceful landscape. I walked hours, also coming to a beautiful scene with a nice Catholic tower in the horizon. On my way back I did not go to the concert but
on a beach to swim and now I am typing that my underwear are still drying and the music really hyping from the opposite side. Well, I once again took my liberty and freedom and it was just
great and formative since in the concert area I cannot do much without my camera to socialize new acquaintances nor it is possible to talk but just be drunk and hysteric over quite non original
sounds (I only enjoy beat and dance).

A last day of festival with allot of mixed feelings. After my little escape to nature yesterday, Myrthe and I were very sweet together until a guy on ecstasy turned up going with her body against
her. I firmly blocked him with my hand and it turned out to be one of Myrthe's friends so that caused some distress and again more disconnection. The music was however fun but the sky filled
with stars and the forest and the sound of the frogs was for me a strong call from nature, a strong feeling I sometime have to drop everything and pursue something more true. In the morning
however Myrthe was nice and we went for a bath in the lake and  later shortly back to the concert to finally have Cas and Petra driving us to the quite Utrecht... my brain still echoes the noise of
the concerts and hopefully I can get soon deintoxicated it with the nice bike Myrthe got me for my birthday soon to come...

I woke up today after a sweet night with little Myrthe. She was supposed to rush to work but we spent more time caressing and afterwards I was pretty fast updating my project, despite the two
days I have accumulated behind during the concert. Later in the morning I went out to buy some organic sun lotion to bring with us at the beach in Italy but during lunch i was not all that
efficient and could not do much of the writings I thought of doing. In the afternoon instead I took down the bike Myrthe got me. It was hanging on the entrance and I fixed it a bit before setting
off looking for a shop where to start printing t-shirts. i found an excellent one and spent the rest of the days preparing eight drawings to be printed. Now Myrthe is coming home and there is still
grocery to do Holland is playing the world cup. Jason might join us down in the little square next to Myrthe's house to watch it!

A good day waking up a bit late and quite nervous but later going to the park to train and going back to warm up some food for little Myrthe who had her lunch break. In the afternoon I used up
my time preparing the file for the tshirts to be printed with my drawings. Following Myrthe's advice I made a very complex one mixing all the drawings of a month and the I went to the printing
shop to set the order. The guys there were nice and even gave a discount for having left them a booklet with my drawings. The price was also fair and we will see the result next Week. I am now
home with sweet Myrthe now and we might watch another football game after yesterday's game with the Netherlands which again got me quite lost for the big partying crowd surrounding us.

A quiet day, waking up very early to update my project but then following asleep again and waking up a little late. I then manage a few things like getting a watch working to record my running
and finding a perfect location to do so by a park next to the river. This park is now officially the place for me to regain myself, do my Chinese gymnastic and other forms of training. At home I
showered and kept in the attic trying to write one more article about a part of my project. Later I went out with Myrthe and stopped at a bike shop to get me a heavy lock as she wished but also a
rank. I spent the rest of the afternoon trying to set my bike up but I will have to go back to the shop for some fixes tomorrow. With the bike only half ready I went to Cas and Petra and biked back
with Myrthe in what I found a rather dangerous traffic. I might need to be the only one with an helmet... I feel so Swedish but it is needed as we even so an accident with an handicap falling
down from a three wheels scooter. Now we are briefly at home before going off to see a lecture at Jason's institution although I would have rather taken a walk with sweet Myrthe.

A quite nice day, waking up and thinking that it was not going to be all that nice with Myrthe overwhelmed by work and the weather being not that great. After a thorough update and back up of
my project I went back to the bike shop where I bought the ranks for my bike but they wanted money to adjust it to the right size and I decided to do everything by myself, turning the bike upside
down in the middle of the street and making all the adjustments myself. I did so succesfully and was home for lunch, making a pasta, then writing more on an article for my project and finally
biking off. At first I felt a bit uncomfortable about the new bike but soon I gained allot of speed and I reached a small village in the Dutch countryside. It was nice to explore it and the weather
also was warm. I finally decided to push even further and reached the city of Zeist. It was not all that great and it was getting late so I literally was an arrow on the way back, passing all the other
bikers and making in time to meet Myrthe at her academy for the graduation show. I felt quite nice through out the day although Myrthe in the end turned out to be very stressed and had to run
from one place to another and I ended up home alone but feeling good for my self-improvements like biking and the writings I am now doing, catching up rhythm.

A good day waking up after a very sweet evening with Myrthe who really made an effort to spend some intimate time with me. After updating my project I went to throw two bags or recyclable
garbage giving a bit of an example to the household and then went off to my little Utrecht park to do Chinese gymnastics. After some expensive shopping in a little grocery shop I went home
really inspired to write an exhibition proposal for the next Quantified Self meeting in San Francisco. It was proposed to me by Gary and I did not pursue the initiative as many of the proposal I
got from people after the conference did not bring anywhere. I anyway set down to write it although I am not feeling so lucid these days particularly after allot of love making. I was instead quite
fluent and got two pages written quite fast after which I went off to Myrthe's academy to attend a talk from a very futuristic thinking guy. Afterward I sat in the academy cafeteria to write on my
Journal and got a pleasure to receive an elaborate e-mail reply from Gary who was very positive and thought the exhibition possible, half a year from now in San Francisco, so yes, like Vitruvius
suggested, never seek for costumers but let them come to you... and in a way go back to them with some proposals after the approach, so I have learned!

I woke up today that Myrthe went off to the academy to fix up a bit of things with a series of events she was in charge to organize there. I thus spent the morning alone, working hard on a
rendering of the San Francisco exhibition, really using up allot of my mental energies. I was so concentrated and had to rush to prepare myself and some food to go to Maastricht to see Myrthe's
new born nephew. During the train ride I again worked hard on the rendering and writing of a plan but then let go. We finally arrived in Maastricht after a couple of hours. It was rainy and gray,
not as I remembered and we went to the nice hospital to check the cute kid. Later we drove with Ivo, Myrthe's brother, to his nice home and he is now preparing a nice Asian food for us while I
am bit still work focused. Well, I guess I will try to switch instead and do some drawings as also the exhibition I am proposing is based on presenting different tables with different sellable
productions from various artists.

A quite nice day waking up in the beautiful landscape of the Maastricht countryside, finally seeing some hills in the distance. Soon after breakfast Ivo drove us a bit into the old city center and
with Myrthe we walked to the station where we took a train to Breda. on the train I finally sent off a proposal with a rendering to Gary and will now wait for his respond. In Breda we ate at
Myrthe's mother place and then I got a ride to Danielle, the artist I met at the QS conference a month ago. I spent almost two hours interviewing her about her great wearable devices to record
silence and the air and other immaterial elements of everyday life. I felt like a character of from Gogol, visiting the nobility of various farmsteads with the only difference that these farmsteads
are now immaterial and relates to personal data collection, the only remaining nature of which we are both the lords and the slaves. Together with that I also felt like a Vasari, rescuing the
otherwise disappearing work of a true artist of our time (maybe then a meta August Sander). It went really well and I think it must have been nice for her to have a summary of her work. The rest
of the afternoon was really nice walking in the sun with Myrthe and Eli, her mother, to buy grocery for the later football game between Mexico and the Netherlands. The only down side was little
August who I finally found online and at home in the countryside with an ear inflammation. 

A quite okay day waking up next to sweet Myrthe and then setting off for an ordinary day, updating my Archive then running in my little park despite the coldish summer weather and then
setting home again. I have been editing the interview I made with Danielle yesterday and compressed it to also share it online but felt a bit depressed for the little popularity one gets in these
sharing sites, at least comparing it with other "friends" sharing pictures of their cat and getting tremendously popular. With this in mind I was a bit sad when meeting briefly Myrthe at lunch to
deliver her a box of bon bon as present for her colleague. In the afternoon I actually did write an essay on populism versus self-integrity, comparing again the West and the East. I also finally got
to hear that my interview will be finally published in the English newspaper at the end of the month which made me a bit happier although I am about to go out biking now to get my integrity
back together, possibly out in the nice country as Myrthe is at a small event and just came home to kiss me and give me allot of love, very sweetly...

Feeling a bit burnt in my head, not so able to concentrate even after yesterday nice bike ride out of the city, rescuing a Brazilian couple on their way to Italy by bike. I was very generous with
them and offered them a warm meal, playing a bit on the edge with Myrthe and her room mate who did not super appreciated the two. Anyhow, they were nice and inspiring, almost reminding
me that I should also hit the road as I used to, for days in a row. After a bit of a shallow day, trying to accomplish some writings and keeping up with the project, I did in fact biked down the way
the Brazilian couple went but only found an ocean of very artificial suburbs which got me quite depressed. Now I am home trying to feed my brain and soon Myrthe and I will pick up the t-shirts
I ordered to print a week ago. Eventually we will do a photo shooting and then I might not have to do with the appearance of my project so much anymore for some time at least since in a week
we are off to Italy, at last!!!

Myrthe and I are still some 20 kilometers away from Utrecht. After a sweet awakening today, having digested the bitterness I had yesterday, I went to fix our bikes adjusting Myrthe's bike pedal
and putting oil on the chains. Towards midday we were off and everything was so much nicer with Myrthe around, also the suburbia I explored yesterday alone. After some lovely biking in
nature we came to the cute town of Culemborg. We explored it hands in hands feeling much love, eating watermelon and Ramadan pastry to finally end up sleeping in the thin grass of an old fort
along the long and beautiful rive we have to still bike now on our long and memorable way back.

A quite nice day waking up quite late after yesterday's exhausting excursion and then managing a little but of an update before setting out to another adventure, this time with a completely blue
sky on top of us, hitting first the quite dreadful city of Dordrecht where I also saw the famous arch of Noah reconstructed by a random guy like me. We did not have time to visit it but instead got
a cheap ride to the aquatic natural park of Biesbosch. It was the wrong entrance to  the park and people where rather unfriendly. Lastly, with quite some luggage we had to walk quite a way
across many fields to reach a ferry that took us on the other side of a big river where we got a canoe. In the end of the afternoon then we have been paddling for hours through this big natural
estuary. There was quite a wildlife but we were both tired and untrained to row. Now we are setting up the tent and the sun is still heating but it is time for dinner.

I woke up refreshed today after a night in the little farm island in the beautiful wild Biesbosch. After Myrtina and I went for an early pee we felt asleep again and woke up that we drank the farm
milk before setting off on the canoe again. The sky was blue and rowing was hard from the beginning but at last we got the tempo. We were supposed to see beavers and sea eagles but did not
and ended up on a little beach where we took nice baths. There were a little too many motor boats but they did not bother us and we were soon out on our way back to the little cottage where a
very tanned and friendly Dutch man got our boat. This time we took the bus back from there and we are now on the train, all exhausted but happy and very much in love.

A working day despite it being Saturday. I woke up earlier than Myrthe this time and sat to work almost all the way to the end of the day after going for some grocery. The weather was really
terrible to be July. It was cold and rainy. Myrthe invited me to go out with her shopping but I really did not manage it and went back to add the photos she took f me wearing my t-shirts on my
Website and later on a social media site, making it the first product out of my project that is now for sale. Other than this I also booked several hotels for our upcoming trip to Italy, Myrthe,
August and I united. For now however nothing is really occurring and Myrtina found me rather unpleasant, she being so happy and excited all the time and me rather serious in my updating
hours. I did not managed to meet Jason nor I think I will try again and tonight is also football... allot of chaos in the streets of Utrecht to be expected while I only look forward to go to the warm
south and be outdoor!

A grayish day after a Saturday night of football in which the Netheralnds made me feel a bit uncomfortable having won yet another game and with the gigantic crowd celebrating outside. Today
instead it was very quite, almost no soul around and Myrthe was super sweet. We worked hard during the morning and I recovered my projects of updating also external information I consume
such as the books and articles and artwork I cross and which in a way build up my heritage. In the afternoon instead we took a bus to the Utrecht suburbs and visited an old colleague of Myrthe




